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Thesis Statement 

A theme for the study of architecture as a fine art 

(an art that is concerned with creating beautiful objects, 

enhancing the quality and love of life, and exhilerating 

the human spirit) lies in the signs, symbols, and images of 

those more indiginous more humble building which exist 

everywhere* * 

* As developed 2k April, 1977 



Prologue 

Architectural phenomena involve a range of properties -

from the subtle and elusive features of symbolism and sensual 

qualities at one end to the utilitarian qualities of measur

able space and ambient conditions at the other - and all 

of these properties must be kept in view if one is to achieve 

a comprehensive understanding of the effect of the built 

environment on man and society* 

Sensitivity to the totality of buildings and environ

ments implies in turn, recognition of the fact that archi

tecture connects with the full range of human qualities, 

capacities, instincts, feelings, needs and dispositions 

including the measurable needs for light and air, the experi

mentally observable functions of seeing and hearing, and the 

experimentally observable demands for communication and 

group membership, as well as cultural need for strong Integra 

tive symbols and the individual need for a sense of place# 

The later requirements cannot probably be directly observed 

or measured, but they can be inferentially determined from 

the study of human actions and the linguistle and symbolic 

products of society-

Byi Gutman 

) 
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24 Nov. 76 

Mr. limar Keinvnld 
Director of' School of Archi tecture 
Montana State3 Ur.iversity 
Bozeman, Montana 5971 f> 

"«c«*veo 
N0» 29 W6 

"SCHfTHcruK, 

Lear Mr. Ueinvald: 

Please find enclosed the following information 
which was asked for by the Thesis Coordinator. 

P ldi L J MlNAUI PKC l5CS AL 
THESIS I 

A. Thesis Statement... 
What has a city, has it not its Architecture, 
has it not its spirit and love of life? 

o • f) lesis Subject or Scope... 
A diligent search for a community's pride in 
their arrhitoctural past. An understanding 
of symbol and image, the forces, the times, 
the situations, and the people themselves that 
live in and around their Architecture. An at
tempt to extend human activities and elevate 
the human spirit. A shelter form that demon
strates indigenous, historical, economical, 
and thematic alternatives. A study for the nop-
ulus of Butte, Montana. 

r. Hopes or Aspirations of Learning... 
An understanding of the factors that influence 
the built environment of a city, as it relates 
to its oast, present, and future. A method
ology, or master plan for fostering alternative 
economic shelter solutions. Insight into new/ 
or forgotten life styles which tend to elevate 
human Life and existence through what man habitates. 
insight into technological use/reuse of existing 
technology to serve man and his life with more 
meaning arid value. 

D* Thesis Advisor... 
11 mar keinvald 

L. Other Resource Persons... 
Don McLaughlin, Peter kommers, City County 
Planning Board...Butte. New Charter Government 
Officials... Butte. Jerry Plunket, The people 
of Butte, Montana themselves. 



i tont.) 

i", ivorrri in which Presentation will take. 
Drawings and sketches. 
M ©d e i s  

Audio/Visual format 

written and Visual problem analysis 

Respectfully submitted, 

James J. O'Neill 



13 January 1977 

THESIS PROPOSAL 

Preamble: 
Modern academic architects are seldom concerned with the 

signs, symbols, and images which the Populist aesthetic has 
retained from a true style. It is a responsibility of the 
designer to become aware of these expressions and provide the 
Hunan Being with an Elitist aesthetic which will inherently 
enhance the quality and love of life; and exhilerate the 
Human Spirit. 

Statement: 
A true basis (theme) for the Study of Architecture as a 

Fine Art lies in those more indiginous, more humble buildings 
which are found everywhere. 

Subj ect: 
Two (or more) "Dwelling" alternatives for Butte, Montana... 

a city rich in architectural history and style, and needy of 
direction and plan. 

Advisor: 
Mr. Ilmar Reinvald 

Resource Persons: 
Don McLaughlin Architect 
Peter Kommers Architect 
Bob Corbet Jr. City/Gounty Planner 
Mary Hanniffin Property Owner 
City/County Charter Government Officials 
People of Butte themselves 
Various Faculty of the School of Architecture at M.S.U. 
Friends and peers of the graduating class of 1977* 

Method to Solution: 
A. Organization 
B. Research / Field Trips 
C. Sitework 
D. Data synthesis 
E. Philosophy / Moral Commitments 
F. Preparation of Graphic Analysis 
G. Preparation of Intuitive Analysis 
H. Preparation of Study Tools 

1. Character sketches 
2. Site model 
3. Photograph case studies 

I. Preparation of Narration 
J. Preparation of Historical Research 
K. Coordination of Presentations 



Time Table for Developement: 
* 
^Meet weekly for one hour with advisor. 
Daily Journal entries. 

1. January k to 9 
Setup and organize. 
Finalize Thesis Proposal 
Start personal journal 
Write letters to landowner, and City/County Planning 
Setup studio space 

2. January 10 to 16 
Write letters to Builders Groups. 
Research the Library at M.S.U. 

Architectural ideas about "House", 
Historical Precedences 
Contemporary Ideas 
Style 

Layout calander of work. 
Review previous work with Advisor. 

3« January 17 to 23 
Continue research at M.S.U. Library. 
Research "House" at Butte. 
Photo-documentation of Case Studies. 

City 
Site 

Synthesis of Data and Case Study from both Research 
and Photo-documentation. 

4. January 2k to 30 
Land survey and measurement. 
Complete graphic site analysis. 
Complete "Information 1." packet. 
Meet with City/County planning officer. 
Meet with land owner. 
Review Master Plan of Butte. 
Begin Site Character sketches. 
Begin Sketches / Digrams of Intuitive Feelings. 
Explore Indiginous development factors. 

climate cultural styles 
traditions/ common solutions architectural styles 
availability of materials environmental demands 
personal needs social attitudes 

5* January 31 to February 6 
Graphic Presentation 

Historical Research 
Contemporary Attitudes 
Indiginous solutions 
Other Research 

Graphic Presentation 
Site Survey/ Measurement/Data 
Site analysis 
Intuitive Sketches 
Character Sketches 
Information 1. 
Master Plan Review 



6. February 7 to 13 
Explore and Present attitudes about Design Process, 
Try to describe link between analysed and intuitive data, 
Begin Narration. 

7, February 14 to 20 
Continue Narration 
Present Narration to Dan James (professional announcer) 
Start Site Study Model 
Finish-up loose ends from previous weeks, 

8, February 21 to 27 
Finish-up Site Model, 

9. February 28 to March 6 
Finish-up on any Presentation Drawings, 
Start coordination and any revamping. 

10, March 7 to 13 
Finalize Presentation Format 
Coordinate drawings, photographs, case studies, and narration. 
Review for loose ends 
SET UP for presentation, 

11. March 14 to 20 
Exam Week 
Note Presentation Date 

12. March 21 to 27 
Spring Break 
Rethink 

The "Forget" part of Learn, Assimilate, Forget, Create. 
Begin Imagery and Thematic concerns. 

1 3, March 28 to April 3 
Register for Final Quarter, 
Readjust any DATA or add data to Thesis 1, material 
General Organization, 
Revamp any data as necessary, 

14, April k to June 5 
Complete Design Activity, 
Complete Presentation Activity. 

23. June 6 to June 10 
Exam Week 
Note Presentation Date 



Final Presentation Format 
Drawings ( Complete Design Solution ) 
Character Sketches 
Graphic Analyses 
Model ( Complete Design Solution ) 
A design of particular details. 
Actual Construction of a particular detail. 
Photographic slide type presentation. 
Verbal Recorded Narration with affects. 
Written Journal 
Written / Graphic Compilation.... Book. 

Progress Report Format 
Photographic case study presentation, 

history of style 
city 
site 

Verbal Narration 
Site Work 

Land survey/ measurement 
Analyses 
Information 1. 

Design Philosophy 
Synthesis of pragmatic and intuitive. 
Site Study Model 
Character Sketches 
Master Plan Review 
Other drawings and writings. 

James J. O'Neill Thesis student 

Ilmar Reinvald Thesis Advisor 
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15 January 1977 

Maiy iiannifin 
c/o 15 South Excels i o r 

Butte, Montana 59701 

Juear Ms iiannifin: 

I am currently a student in *he Architecture bchool at 
Montana btate University here in Bozeman, Montana. Each student 

is required to complete a Thesis in which he is to make a detailed 
study of a particular area in Architecture. 

Previous to my study here at M.S.U. 1 attended Butte Central 

High bchool, and have lived in Butte all of my life. 1 feel a 
particular need and desire to study its problems, and in some way 

provide some alternatives to the particular problem of "dwelling" 
in the town. 

in breif, 1 have taken the liberty to search throughout the town 

for a suitable site in which to use for my study. Through research 
at the Silverbow Court House 1 have discovered that you are the owner 

of the property immediately west of the new Soroptimist Home on West 
ualena Street. 1 believe that this consists of Lot 15 which is a 

three unit apartment and lot 16 which is currently a vacant lot. 

What 1 wish is to mearly use the vacant lot site for my Thesis study. 

This will in no way change or affect the land as it now exists. 

what it will do is only to provide me with a site in which to make 

my study. Unless you prefer me not to, 1 wish to make a detailed 

land survey of the lot, and take a multitude of photographs through 

periodic visits to the site. The Thesis Project (What ever type of 

dwelling it evolves to be; will culminate this coming June with a 
presentation consisting of many photographs, plans/elevations, graphic 
studies, sketches and a detailed neighborhood study model describing 

the comnlete project. Of course, you would be welcomed to view the 
presentation if you please. 1 hope you find this to be interesting, 

and that it does not conflict in any way with your plans for the land, 
whatever they may be. 

Please respond to my proposal with any and all thoughts that you 

might have, and any suggestions would be very helpful. Also of 
great importance would be any historical information concerning the 

apartment building which now exists on the site adjacent to the vacant 
lot or the lot itself. 

He ply Add res s: 

James J. O'Neill 

510 South Sixth 

ttozeman, Montana 59715 

1-587-9604 

Respectfully your 

Neill James J 



15 So. Excelsior Street 
Butte, Montana 
January 27, 1977 

James J. C^Neill 
510 South Sixth 
Bozeman, Montana 59715 

Dear Mr. O'Neill: 

Received your letter of the 15th regarding our 
property at 1041 W. Galena, Our family have been 
talking about putting the property up for sale, and 
it just could be that we could sell it before you 
needed it, and it would cause a problem with the 
new owners, or maybe interfere with the sale, so at 
this time, I must turn you down. 

Thanking you, I am 

Very truly yours 

Mary Hannifin 



15 January 1977 

bob Corbett 
Li rec tor— City / County Planning 
Metals Bank Building 
Butte, Montana 59701 

Dear Mr. Corbet,t: 
Currently 1 am a fifth year Architecture student here at 

Montana State University. 1 am aware that* you yourself are a 
graduate of the Architecture School here, and hence 1 am sure 
that you are familiar with the requirements for a Thesis undertaking. 

1 have decided to use a residential site on the far west side of 
tocst Calena in Butte, and as such would be very interested in talking 
to you about my Thesis Project. Also 1 am interested to know how 
you feel about the direction the town seems to he taking, and the 
ideas you have for its furthur growth and master plan. Any studies, 
surveys, maps, plans, covenants, and requirements which you might 
think would be helpful for my study would also be appreciated. 

1 make frequent trips to Butte, and would like very much to 
arrange for a date and time in which we could talk about the previously 
mentioned mentioned items. 

Thankyou for youi time, and 1 am looking forward to working 
with you. 

James J. O'Neill 

Sincerely yours, 

Ueply Address: 

James J. O'Neill 
510 South Sixth Street 
Bozeman, Montana 59715 
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B U T T E  

Butte - Silver Bow 
City - County Planning Board 

5th Floor Metals Bank Building 

Butte, Montana 59701 

723-4714 area code 406 

January 24, 1977 

Mr. James J. O'Neill 

510 So. Sixth Street 

Bozeman, MT 59715 

Jim: 

In reference to your letter of January 15 regarding your 

Thesis Project: I would be happy to be of any assistance that 

I can. 

As far as a date and time to get together, the best time 

for me would be from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. any weekday, here 

at the office. If you give me a call the day before you come 

to Butte, I'm sure we can block out some time. If you would 

rather come on a weekend that's fine with me too. Just let me 

know. 

I have taken the liberty of sending along one of our 

"INFO" Brochures, which are helpful in getting you to at least 

a thumbnail sketch of Jurisdictional Boundaries Service areas, 

etc. Although the brochure is somewhat dated with regards to 

the Central Business District, that's one of the things we can 

talk about. 

Sincerely, 

Roberyf J.fCorbett, Acting Director 
City-Cou/ty Planning Board 

RJC/daa 

Enclosure 

/ t,/ser //o rue <so*/c&ere "&*€ »rri 
01/ Tme>£*. Borrer. S7l)~ 



THE IRRATIONAL DATA 



Long before any richness nf culture has be^n achieved, 

nature had provided man with its own master model of 

inexaustible creativity. whereby randomness gave way to 

organization, and organization, gradually embodied 

purpose and significance. This creativity is its own 

reason for existance and its own reward* To widen the 

sphere of significant creativity and prolong its period 

of development is man's only answer to his consciousness 

of his own death* 

Technics and Human Development 
by: Lewis Mumford. 

From the beginning, there was a magic and symbolism: 

dwellinr as the. locus for controlled fire, a place of 

familiarity and comfort, the place from which to ££ out 

and to which to return. a place of safety and repeated 

pleasure? and, more recently, a communication of wealth 

or power to challenge the roars from without and calm 

the voices from within. 

Anonymous 

As long as the city remained relatively compact 

and self-contained, it is possible to keep an even 

balance between rural and urban occupations, yes, and 

between rural and urban pleasures: eating, drinking, 

dancing, athletic sports, love making, every manner of 



relaxation bad a special aura of festivity in a verdant 

sunlit landscape# 

The City in History 
Louis Mumford 

To provide hQme as an isteal standard is still 

the architects first cause, no matter how great and 

rewarding are his other contributions to monumental and 

technological building. The delineation of the place 

where man can grow, in spite of the dehumanizing forces 

of mechanization and depersonalization, must be the concern 

of the architect. 

Native Genius in Anonymous 
Architecture 
Byi Maholy - Nagy 

At a certain season of our life we are accustomed 

to consider every spot as the possible site of a house. 

The oftener you go there, the more it will please you, 

if it is good. 

Walden 
By: Henry David Thoreau 

4 

The way in which you are and T am, the manner in 

which we humans are on the earth, is BUAIS, dwelling. 

To be a human being means to be on the earth as a mortal. 

It means to dwell. The word BAUEN, which says that man 

is in so far as he dwells, this word BAUEN, however, also 



means at the same time to cherish and protect, to pre

serve and care for, specifically to till the soil, to 

cultivate the vine. Such building only takes care - it 

tends the growth that ripens into its fruit of its own 

accord. 

Poetry, Language, Thought 
By: M• Heidegger 

Housed everywhere but nowhere shut in, this is 

the motto of the dreamer of dwellings. 

The Poetics of Space 
By: Gaston Bachelard 

Maybe it is a good thing for us to keep a few 

dreams of a house that we shall live in later, always 

later, so much later, in fact, that we shall not have 

time to achieve it. For a house that was final, one 

that stood in symmetrica] relation to the house we v/ere 

born in, would lead to thoughts - serious thoughts -

and not to dreams. It is better to live in a state of 

impermanence than in one of finality. 

The Poetics of Space 

»Vhen we speak of a "desirable1' building site. we 

usually mean location, and realistic values. Site is 

actually something else. Tt is part of the physiognomy 

of the earth, a combination of features that make a piece 



of land an distinctive as a human face. The reaction 

produced in the .land-taker by these indigenous charac

teristics sharply separates the settler from the specula

tor. The speculator lines up bulldozers and cement 

mixers and then poses the challenge: "What can I do to 

the land?" The settler askes" "What, can the land do 

for me?" When we use technology to subdue nature, the 

settler reached the same good by observation and coordi

nation. Like a hunter, he stalked the site. Gradually 

he came to know all its assets and shortcomings and he 

coordinated them according to the i mare of the final 

settlement. 

Native Genius in Anonymous 
Architecture 
By: Moholy - Nagy 

The true basis for any serious study of the art 

of Architecture still lies in those indigenous, more 

humble buildings everywhere that are to Architecture 

what folklore is to literature of folk song to music 

and with which academic architects were seldom concerned... 

These many folk structures are of the soil, natural. 

Though often slight, their virtue is intently related 

to environment and to the heart life of the people. 

Functions are usually truthfully conceived and rendered 

invariably with natural feeling. Results are often 



beautiful and always instructive. 

The Sovereignty of the Individual 
By: Frank Lloyd Wright 

The forms and expressions of Architecture are derived 

from the contemporary social, economic, and political 

life of a people, so native to a time and place that it 

seems the "natural" response to that environment. An 

"unnatural" solution to the problems of building is on 

unrelated to the surrounding culture, it becomes, in a 

few ypars either ridiculous or a sham. To be properly 

understood and appreciated, building should thus be 

studied in the context of their environment. 

Building with Wood 
By: John Hempel 

But if a house is a living value, it must integrate 

an element of unreality. All values must remain vulnerable, 

and those that do not are dead. 

The Poetics of Space 
By: Gaston Bachelard 

It was a specifically human intelligence which did 

not limit itself to gravity and climate but created 

architecture by modifying that which is inherited and 

transforming that which is ^iven. 

Native Genius in Anonymous 
Architecture 
By: Moholy - Nagy 



The primordial instinct of every human being is 

to assure himself of a shelter. 

The various classes of workers in society today no 

longer havp dwellings adapted to their needs? neither 

the nor the intellectual* 

It is a question of building which is at the root 

of the social unrest of today? architecture or resolution. 

Tv/ords a New Architecture 
by: Lecorbus^ier 

...a human shelter, a strangley lined nest, a creature 

of k i l l e d  pine, stitched together with nails into about 

as rude a garment against the hostilities of heaven as 

a human family may wear. We stand facing it, squarely 

in front of it, in the huge and peaceful light of the 

August morning. And it stands before us, facing us, 

squarely in front of us, silent and undefended in the sun. 

Let Us Now Praise Famous Man 
ByJ Aree and Evans 

The fact remains, however, that the basic task of 

the builder, the task which distinguishes him from 

the engineer and contractor, is still the sheltering of 

man, his work, and his possessions in structures that 

provide spiritual as well as material gratifications. 

Native Genius in Ananymous 
Architecture 
By: Moholy - Nagy 



. ..I dislike a sentimental antiquarian attitude 

twords the past as much as I dislike a sentimental 

technocratic one twords th^ future. Both are founded 

on a statue, clockwork nation nf tirn^ (what antiquarians 

and technocrats have in common). So let's start with 

the -oast for a change - i.e. in the light of the changes 

he himself brings about. Jf the lasting validity of 

man's past environmental experience (its contemporan

eousness) is acknowledged, the paralyzing conflicts 

between past, present, and future betv/een old notions of 

space, form and construction and new ones, between hand 

production and industrial production will be mitigated. 

Why do so many believe they must choose categorically, 

as though it were impossible to be loyal both ways? 1 

have heard it said that an architect cannot be a prisoner 

of tradition in time of change. It seems to me that he 

cannot be a prisoner of any kind. And at no time can he 

be a prisoner of change. 

Meaning in Architecture 
By: Jencks h Baird 

Architectural phenomena involve a range of properties -

from the subtle and elusive features of symbolism and 

sensual qualities at one end to the utilitarian qualities 

of measurable space and ambient conditions at the other -

and all of these properties must be kept in view if one 



i s tn achi eve a comprehensi ve understand! ng of the 

effect of the built environment on man and on society. 

Sensitivity to the totality of buildings and environ 

ments implies, in turn, recognition of the fact that 

architecture connects with the full range of human 

qualities, capacities, instincts, feelings, needs, and 

dispositions including the measurable needs for light 

and air, the experimentally observable functions of 

seeing and hearing, and the experimentally observable 

demands for communication and group membership, as well 

as cultural need for strong integrative symbols and the 

individual need for a sense of place. The latter re

quirements cannot probably be directly observed or 

measured, but they can be inferentially determined from 

the study of human actions and the linguistle and symboli 

products of society* 

People and Buildings Ed-
By: Gutman 



THE RATIONAL DATA 



Review of master plan and analysis of current planning 

problems for the City of Butte, and Silver Bow County 

in Montana* 

Pref ace * 

The following expletive is in reference to myself 

as a designer, but norp so as to myself as a human 

being and as an observer, one of approximately 25,000 

persons who live or have once lived in this unique 

community. 

Butte, Montana has had several city/county plans, 

or master plans of varying scope and intensity. The 

first and probably most indigenous, were first put 

forth by flamboyant historical figures such as William 

D. Clark, Marcus Daly, and Augustus Heinze. These were 

simple plots which described the rights to the rich 

mineral deposits which lay below the surface of what 

would be called the "richest hill on earth". Around 

the growing number of mine shafts which were epitaphed 

with "gallows" frames (mining head frames) slowly sprang 

a city, and a (a real in every sense of the word) city 

such as Montana even to this day has not since seen. 

The plans were just that...a basically accretive type 

plan that was formed and forced into shape around these 

mine shafts which were the life blood of the city both 



in t^rms of economy and of jobs. During this time 

in the late IflOO's, the automobile had not yet arrived 

and the streets which accommodated only pedestrians and -

carriages with horses or horses themselves were extremely 

narrow. This can still be noticed in the older and first 

developed sections of town known as Walkerville* As 

was mentioned earlier, the city developed around the 

nine shafts; also strong ethnic communities started to 

develop and settle in particular geographic sectors* 

Typical of this was Meaderville - Italian; Dublin 

Gulch - Irish; German Town - German; Fintown - Scandi

navian; McQueen - Austrian, Yugoslavian, Hungarian; 

Gentervllle - English; China Town - Oriental; upper 

class; East Side - working class and so on. The strong 

ethnic feeling is still realized today by observance 

of the ornamental detailing and stylistic architectural 

expressions found on most all the older (usually Victor

ian) residences in a particular geographical area. 

Today the boundaries are noticable only in hisotry 

books and many of the previously mentioned districts 

have succombed to open pit mining operations or to the 

passage of time; not to mention the world acclaimed 

businesses along Mercury Street known to the midnight 

crowds as "Venus Alley". 



Tbe ni ty grew basically in an accretive manner, 

or should T say technically, organic* The city street 

system takes on the basic orthogonal (or perpendicular) 

planning, but upon carefully examining the site plan, 

one notices that the pattern "shifts" quite regularly 

almost as if the pattern of your grandmother sewing a 

quilt with several types of material. The analogy being 

uniformity of fabric, but varying, material and texture, 

relief and congestion, an almost but rot quite feeling, 

and a strong T\nse of unity (geometrically) but with 

the all important exception(s). Tt is this exception 

in the strong geometry of planning, which T feel tends 

to annunciate and make special certain spaces or places 

to which human beings can and do want to relocate# This 

was mad** possible in Butte partially because of no 

planning, partially because of the geographical terrain, 

and partially because of intersecting geometries of 

several different communities growing within one commun

ity. At any rate, it seems important to have such 

ingrodiants in a plan in order to create the type of 

living spaces which human beings can live within. Tt 

also adds to the variety, complexity, intrigue, and 

sensuousness of the town as a city. (A space for human 

habitation.) 



In a more analytical light with this brief histor

ical essay as a basis, the major planning problem of 

Butte# Montana, as a city today lies most definietly 

with the economy, and more specifically with the mining 

operation (both above the below ground) that occurs 

actually within the city. Underground mining requires 

little land space compared to open pit mining. In the 

early days of the town, only below ground mining occured, 

necessitating only about 300 feet by 300 feet of area, 

occupied by a cast iron frame above the shaft, an on site 

area ^or storage of materials (wood timbers, train railing, 

ote.), an on site location of management and employee 

facilities, (washrooms or drys) and a way of bringing 

railroad cars through to the site. 

Much has changed today. The majority of the over 

150 mine shafts are closed and in a dilapidated condition. 

But there still seems to be a rather simple, uncluttered, 

symbolic. nature about theso sites which to myself seems 

completely in character with the community and those 

that still live there live around these relics. The 

crux of the problems lie in the open pit mining operation 

which is slated as being one of the largest in the entire 

world. With technology today and with current economies 

giving overriding consideration, open pit mining is here 



to stay, and regretably 30 are the consequences to 

the city. The operation is gargantuan in scale. The 

whole city feels the effects. The main mining facility 

consists most simply put, of a hole dug against the 

side of a hill almost a mile deep, half a mile wide, 

and one and a half miles long, and an artificially 

created mountain of waste almost equal in size, less 

than a quarter of a mile from the heart of the central 

business district. The city is being eaten up literally 

by the operation, and most of the already mentioned 

ethnic centers of the city are only pages in a history 

book or faint memories in the minds of people who have 

had their father's fathers residence bought out from 

under them by the raveging copper mining conglomerate. 

All has been done in the name of both progress and of 

subsistance. 

This brings up perhaps a crucial pertinant point. 

"Don't bite the hand that feeds you" is an appropriate 

cliche which probably had its beginnings in Butte. The 

word subsistance I feel aptly applies. It is written 

in the faces of almost all the people, but it is a 

striking reminder of the basic life we all might live 

with the plastic guise of technology removed. But, these 

are a people; most trapped and having to follow family 



tradition of employment directly or at leant some sort 

of dependance of the mining economy. The entire city 

in someway is dependent; and as difficult as it is to 

admit, so might T be, by virtue of parental ties. So 

then, here is the basic dilemma. How to exercise any 

control (perhaps through master planning) and enforce 

restrictions as to building type (zoning), or the zoning 

of activities? yet to allow enough flexibility in allowing 

mining to continue to grow and keep the town alive, 

which ultimately effects the basic premises of planning, 

that the city is growing or is at least going to endure. 

It's an interesting problem. 

Several solutions have been offered in recent 

years. In 195?» a city/county planning board was formed 

by the community and, in turn, they published a master 

plan prepared by Ronald Thompson and Associates which 

was partially funded through a grant from the Housing 

and Home Finance Agency under Sec. 701 of the Housing 

Act of 195^ as amended. T. S. Veazey Jr. was president 

of the planning board at this time with Vern Griffith 

being Mayor. His optimism for the plan is recalled 

here. "With a set of guideposts carefully set and kept 

up to date, the growth of our fine community can be 

assisted so as to encourage the development and diversi-



fication of the local economy, and establishment of Butt* 

as an attractive prosperous city." The report covered 

such things as historical background, economic base, 

urban area...being mostly population, land use, parks 

and playgrounds, schools, arterial streets, neighbor

hoods, and central business district. 

Tn my opinion, the report skirts the most important 

thematic concern and influence which threatens the town, 

that of how to live with a mining operation that is 

noisy, extremely dirty and dusty, takes up an incredible 

amount of land space and is at the most populist level 

of awareness just plain unaesthetic and threatening. 

The city needs a plan that deals much more than simple 

redirections and traffic flow, reuse or exchange use of 

building type and acquisition of land for public parking 

Tt also needs more architecture than the concrete plant

ers, lighted bollards, clay pots, and integrated waste 

recepticals all placed within a California type mall 

that has been contrived out of a once thriving street,/ 

city-scape. It's a question of bastardization of past 

architectural styles, a complete lack of any design 

skill in fundamentals, and an over reaction resulting 

in blanket treatment of city fabric. It's a question 

of how to treat a real problem that I think has no 



solution...at least in light of the options now available. 

A second and more recent study of which I shall base 

most of the pertinent questioning for this paper is 

concerning a plan submitted hy the Department of Urban 

and Regional Planning from Kansas City, Kansas. This 

is the firm of Howard, Nettoles, Tamman and Bergendoff. 

The report was funded with money from Section ?01 of the 

Housing Act of 195^ and Model City funds. It consists 

of four volumes with enormous amounts of written as 

well as graphic information which is to be used by local 

planners as a data source for master planning. The 

volumes are amazingly factual and well done. The volumes 

consist of (1) land use plan, (2) community facilities 

plan, (3) major thoroughfare plan and (4) population and 

economic inventory and analysis. Each of the volumes 

cover extensively the existing situation of the city 

as well as suggestions to use in the master plan. More 

of the specifics of the plan proposal and recommendations 

will follow later. 

At present, the city has not manifested any major 

alterations to conform to this new plan. Only subtle 

changes in the city are noticable to date. These consist 

of sidewalk repair replacement, demolition of vacant 



structures (most have be^n previously burned) and turning 

once beautiful historical works of architecture into 

revenue gaining; parking lots. The city in my mind is 

beginning to take on the character of a European town 

bombed out after World tfar II. Most major improve

ments have taken place to accommodate the automobile, 

such p,s paving of streets, installation of more signals, 

installation of median boulevards, street lighting, 

alteration in direction of traffic travel and so on. All 

indications seem to have a priority in planning placed 

on the automobile not the pedestrian. For the pedes

trian, small poorly detailed and environmentally wrong 

parks have been placed throughout the city wherever 

a vacancy in the built fabric would allow, these are now 

marked by vandalism, abuse, poor maintainance, and have < 

turned out to be a wasto of grass seed and landscape 

due to poor planning for the most part; as I feel relates 

to indigenous planning, not blanket - cliche planning. 

This indigenous planning as I have termed it, is 

a result of many factors which I feel should be of 

consideration. As such, particular attention should be 

paid to take culture and society that makes up the 

city into consideration. The life style of most of its 

citizens is also a valid consideration as is the attitude 



about win;Vt Is really important for the town when we 

approach it on the level of pure sustenance, which is 

what T fep] we are talking about. Butte Is a tough 

town. The geography is varied and for the most part 

sloping. The climate equally as oppressive with a short 

growing season, hard winters and hot summers. Water is 

scarce and soil poor. The man that lives in this type 

of an environment is equally natured. At one point in 

time, the city was probably one of the healthiest in the 

state; mon^y flowed; people were working; theaters and 

amusement facilities were utilized; thousands walked 

the streets; people used their porches: parks and gardens 

flourished and the city grew. The city is no longer 

growing and hence its people spaces become an unnecessary 

(at least in most people's eyes) extra and so it goes. 

This put most basically, what is happening or has happened. 

To my knowledge, no prima facie knowledge of any 

other city master plan has affected decisions or has 

been used as a model in the study. Being concerned 

with most recent times, Butte has just adopted a new 

city/county government in which both city and county 

government is going to be fused into one. The ramifi

cations are apparent. It will provide a broader tax 

base to support the city which will mean the people who 



previously us<*d the city now must support it. The 

consequences could be gr^at if all plans could he 

realized at the scale end theme that must be considered 

More funds to make planning changes should be available 

and I fee] it is up to the head of the current planning 

board as well as the other newly elected civic leaders 

to utilize the massive amounts of data which have been 

provided by careful and costly research, but also to 

use the basic human sense about what is appropriate 

for this desperate and dying, yet undeniably unique 

city. The use of cliche detailing and superficial 

treatment of surfaces has got to become subsidiary to 

more thematic approach to the city as a fabric as it 

once was. impossible as it might be, compromises 

with economic leaders and strong holds must not take 

place if a city with any humanizing spaces is to be. 

If not, it will surely die. The history and ways of 

the past are all around, tremendous lessons are to be 

learned by simply looking and being sensative and 

aware? an^ at times, being slightly irrational too. 
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The Planning Board strongly recommends that the Community 
adopt the Neighborhood Concept using the park-elementary 
school principal as the neighborhood focus. This can be done 
only by co-ordinated co-operation of the School District and the 
City and the County Future Community developments and 
future capitol expenditures guided towards creation and main
tenance of neighborhoods are the catalysts toward implement
ing the Neighborhood Concept. ^ 

The essential elements of a neighbor-
hood include the elementary school in 
conjunction with a park located in the 
center with an appropriate half mile 
walking radius. Also contained within 
the neighborhood are necessary shop- t ' "M 
ping and service facilities while arte- f^ 
rials and collector streets are relegated I A| 
to the periphery. A person's choice in T|! 
neighborhood and in housing is the v — J J. 
strongest expression of place and life B°u"j 
style, and to a major degree it is the f yz_\\<M H 
physical environment which manifest fnae \ ]/ 
this notion. V If 

The proposed concept is to develop small neighborhood units 
which are well defined by boundaries. It may take several 
neighborhoods to support an elementary school, and if the 
school boundary changes it will not have an appreciable influ
ence on the neighborhood. The important consideration is that 
the school is a physical element of the environment and as 
such, its placement should occur within the boundary area 
between neighborhoods along with other activities and ele
ments which will strengthen the notion of the boundary, there
by defining residential neighborhoods. In this manner, the 
neighborhood can, with a little work, physically express its 
own character of life style which is separate and unique from 
others. The people of Butte's north side enjoy a different neigh
borhood character than people in, say part of the south side 
and should want to work to better this environment for them
selves and their children. 

The Neighborhood Concept can become a 
working reality in Butte only thru coordi
nated efforts of interested citizens working 
with the School Board, and the Planning 
Board. The School Board's decision for loca
tion of new schools, school enrollment boun
daries, and the use of the schools are vital 
parts of the Neighborhood Concept. The 
Planning Board's Transportation Plan, Land 
Use Plan, Community Facilities Plan, and 
Zoning Plan are also vital parts of each 
neighborhood. The most important ingre
dient is interest, interest by neighbors want
ing to work together to improve their imme
diate environs. Thru Parent-Teacher Associa
tions, Clubs or Special Committees the 
Neighborhood Concept can begin in your 
area simply by calling a meeting of inter
ested neighbors, a School Board representa
tive and a Planning Board representative. 

Immediate consideration should be given by 
the City of Butte, Silver Bow County, the 
citizens of the Butte Metropolitan area, and 
the Community's major companies and inter
ests, to join with the support the Planning 
Board's CBD Plan recommendations, among 
which are the following: 

1 Adopt the two-pronged program which calls 
for REDEVELOPMENT, on a phased with
drawal basis, of the present uptown area and 
the DEVELOPMENT of a new community to 
contain facilities for a new central business 
district and new housing 

2 Organize as soon as possible a Private De
velopment Authority to undertake the planning 
and implementation of the new community 
program and a Public Rehabilitation Authority 
to undertake the redevelopment function A 
working combination of the public and private 
organizations is recommended as the organi
zational structure to take fullest advantage of 
the best financing available thru the broadest 
possible spectrum of Federal Assistance Pro
grams It will be extremely important that 
the interests of both the public sector and the 
private sector are included in the organiza 
tional structure The overall management and 
planning responsibility should be centered in 
one agency in order to avoid conflicts or dupli
cation of efforts 

3 Seek committments of CO-OPERATION from 
major private and public Community sectors 
The most important ingredient is COOPERA
TION 

4 SEEK FINANCIAL SUPPORT FROM ALL 
LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT 

The success or failure of the implementation of the 
Butte CBD Plan is dependent on two major factors 
the total commitment of the Community to a plan of 

redevelopment, and the ability and willingness to 
finance the program 

The specific steps toward implementation 
of the program, anticipating uses of Federal 
financial assistance, are as follows: 

Upon completion of the final draft of the plan, public 
hearings should be scheduled by the City-County 
Planning Board to solicit comments from the public 

After public hearings and changes as required or 
deemed necessary by the Board, the plan should be 
recommended to the City Councils and the Board of 
County Commissioners for adoption This step is criti
cal, since it is adoption of the plan that demonstrates 
Community commitment to a redevelopment program 
for Butte 

The two groups, the Development Corporation and 
the Redevelopment Authority should begin work on 
two concurrent activities; the development of a re
newal program for the uptown area through the Fed 
eral Urban Renewal Program, and preliminary plan
ning for the development of a new community either 
through Title VII, the HUD New Community Program 
or through private financing 

The private development group should either plan and 
construct private facilities such as commercial stores, 
office space and housing or contract with other private 
developers for these facilities 

Public facilities, such as streets, utilities public build 
ings, etc., will be developed by the Development 
Corporation by agreement with the City and County 

The scope and the costs of the proposed Butte redevelop
ment project are staggering to the imagination, but by the 
same token the beneficial impact on the Community is also 
staggering. The high costs involved are beyond the financial 
capabilities of Butte today and the only way the program can 
be realized is through massive federal assistance. 

Because of the unique nature of the problem and the posi
tive impact that can be shown, it is felt that major support 
can be expected from the Federal Government through 
both the Urban Renewal Program and Title VII of the New 
Community Program 

STUDY AI\EAS 

T>UTRE WANIZING) ARVEA 

neighborhood sketch plan is intended to 
P® a general guide illustrating how neigh
borhood units could be established within 

® various study areas utilizing the theoreti-
ca| background. The sketch plan merely 
^presents one set of notions which would 
Produce desireable Community results. 

IS sketch plan is intended to generate 
derail guidance and to stimulate additional 

as and solutions which could be utilized 
en detailed plans are created at each 

e 'Q^borhood level. These plans are, in 
^®nce, the first step of a design process 
andi W'" eventual'Y involve local citizens 

local planners in the development and 
DlaP °f viable neighborhood 
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This Brochure was prepared by the Butte-Silver Bow City-
County Planning Board for the purpose of informing the 
citizens it serves of "Planning in the Butte area." It is the 
hope of the Planning Board that the Brochure information, 
which contains highlights of completed planning studies, 
will help the citizens better understand Butte's physical 
problems and stimulate citizen action to "pitch-in" and help 
improve our Community. The enclosed map was designed 
to answer common questions relative to planning and zon
ing and subdivision activity in our Community 

PLANNING BOARD 
By agreement between the City of Butte and Silver Bow 
County, the nine member City-County Planning Board was 
organized in February, 1966 The Board was primarily 
created in order to promote orderly development of the 
Butte area. By State Law (Title 11, Chapter 38) it is the 
intent of the Planning Board to encourage local units of 
government to improve the present health, safety, con
venience, and welfare of their citizens; and to plan for the 
future development of the Community. This is done by 
the Board and its staff studying the Community, preparing 
plans (commonly called a Master Plan) for development, 
and preparing development control measures such as 
zoning and subdivision regulations which guide future 
Community developments and protect the interests of the 
Community. 

INTRODUCTION TO PLANNING STUDIES 
The Master Plan prepared by the Board can be accurately 
defined as a process rather than conclusive statements 
The Plan is a pattern for the physical development of the 
Community The Plan also represents certain decisions 
of vital importance to the welfare of the people of this 
Community: It represents the standards by which the Com
munity will be developed; it represents decisions on the 
appropriate relation between the uses of land; it serves as 
a frame of reference for zoning, subdivision regulations, 
urban renewal, capital improvement expenditures; it rep
resents the policy which directs further growth and de
velopment of the Community, most important, it is a public 
policy for protection of public welfare and investment in 
the urban community. The Planning activity in Butte costs 
about $1 00 per person per year. 

The Planning Board has also been very active in the de
velopment of Highway Projects for the Butte area Federal 
planning regulations and requirements require communi
ties to have the mentioned Master Plan prior to receiving 
any Federal Grants and Loans. 

To accomplish their objectives the Planning Board serves 
in an advisory capacity to the Mayors and City Councils 
and to the Board of County Commissioners. This relation
ship can graphically be illustrated as follows: 

DEDICATION 
This Brochure is dedicated to the men who gave of their 
time, their wisdom, and their hearts in selfless, unpaid 
service through membership on the Planning and Zoning 
Boards and to the men and women who will serve on these 
Boards to make Butte a better Community. 

The preparation of this Brochure was financed in part through a Compre 
hensive Planning Grant from the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development, under provisions of Section 701 of the Housing Act of 
19b4 as amended 
-June, 1974 For Butte Silver Bow Planning Area 
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Population is affected directly by the mining activity of the Anaconda Company 
which, is of course, related to the price of copper and new technology in mining 
These factors have contributed to the declining population. From 1920, the decline 
continued at an accellerated rate until 1960 Between 1960 and 1970 the popula
tion in Silver Bow County declined from 46,454 to 41,981. This loss of 9.7% was 
the smallest percentage loss in any recent 10 year period. (See Figure #1 and notice 
the trend line) Population in Silver Bow County is estimated to have gained between 
1970 and 1974, a good sign for the Community. 

OUT-MIGRATION, because of loss of job opportunities, has reduced the population 
and dramatically changed tbe age composition of the area. Existing Butte population 
has a noticeable lack of young wage earners and a very high percentage of elderly. 
On the other hand, Butte population has a high educational level and a large unused 
female work force — an attraction to business and industry. Because mining employ
ment has stabilized in recent years and because of a concentrated effort to create 
new job opportunities by a few Community organizations, significant population 
stabilization appears to be the latest trend. A stable and moderate growth popula
tion is the dominant desire and expectation of the Community. 

The negative Trend Line shown in Figure #1 is history. To change this trend into a 
positive direction the Community MUST TAKE POSITIVE ACTION to improve its 
physical, social and governmental conditions. If positive action is not forthcoming 
from the Community, a population of 35,000 instead of an expected 55,000 might 
be realized by 1985; surely, each of us will be affected directly or indirectly by loss 
of job or job opportunities. 

Population Projections Are The Foun
dation Studies Upon Which all Other 
Planning Studies Are Based With 
a population change, in Butte's case 
a moderate growth from 1970 thru 
1990, the land requirements for 
Residential. Commercial and Indus
trial needs can be calculated, Com
munity School needs can be esti
mated, street and sewer needs and 
costs can be calculated The popula
tion projections as shown by Figure 
#1 are the basts upon which Butte's 
planning studies evolved. 
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Providing the Community successfully continues to hustle new business and new 
industry, job opportunities in the Butte area are forecast to increase from 14,543 in 
1970 to 16,000 jobs by 1985 Most growth is anticipated to be produced by in
creased activity in mining, manufacturing, warehousing and services. Gains in 
manufacturing and warehousing are expected to result from industrial development 
efforts by the Butte Local Development Corporation and the Port of Butte. Gains in 
service employment should result from expansion of the Montana Tech, and the 
Butte Vo Tech School, and from the development of the regional medical center in 
Butte The Community also has potential for growth by tapping the potentials in 
the tourism and recreation industries. Employment opportunities dictate population 
attracted to the Community; in turn, population with personnel and per capita in
comes dictate levels of Community retail trade and wholesale trade. 

PERSONAL INCOME 
Personal income protections were developed for each of 
the five sources of income, (property income, transfer 
payments, proprietors income, wage and salary payments, 
other private incomes) In total, personal income in the 
County is forecast to rise from $117 6 million in 1968 to 
$162 2 million in 1980 a gain of 38 4% (this includes the 
effects of inflation) State forecasts show a gam of 40 5% 

PER CAPITA INCOME 
Per Capita Income is forecast to rise from $2621 in 1968 
to $3903 in 1980 State forecast is for a rise from $2942 
in 1968 to $3825 in 1980 National forecast is for per 
capita income of $4733 by 1980 Butte median household 
cash income is about average compared to other commu 
nities in Montana However, when compared only to the 
large Urban areas in Montana, Silver Bow County ranks 
an^ong the lowest 

Statistics show that the recent pattern of shifting retail activity from the Butte Central Business Dis
trict to strip commercial made it impossible for Butte and Silver Bow County's merchants to maintain 
their trade areas Until recently the concentration and centraliiation of commercial activity in the CBD 
has tended to encourage shopping trips by those persons and families living in the existing large trade 
area (Dillon, Anaconda. Deer Lodge, Helena, Bozeman, etc.) Department Store type merchandise sales 
in Silver Bow County were $22,560,000 in 1963, $21,970.000 in 1967, and $19,500,000 in 1971 
The result is an average annual loss of 1 8% As a result from population growth in personal incomes 
retail sales will grow in Silver Bow County in the immediate future. 

Summarizing the Butte economy the Planning Board studies show that the Com
munity need not continue losing its fine people because of loss of job opportunities 
Community diversification and improvement in our physical, social and governmen
tal services is needed if population growth and a healthy economy is to be realized. 



CBD STUDY 
The heart of our Community — the Central Business Distnct (CBD) was the sub 
ject of a special study by the Planning Board Baaed on the data developed during 
the course of this study and the analysis of that data the strategy and CBO Plan 
were developed Some of the conclusions reached and specific recommendations 
are as follows: 

Uptown Butte it in senous trouble, but not jutt from the «xp«n*on of the Berkeley Pit 

Uptown Butte is old end many of its buildings are bedly deteriorated to the point that rehebrii 
tation will be costly and uneconomical 

The Butte Metropolitan Area is commercially overbuilt for its retail market, and as such, uptown 
Butte can only survive as long as rents are extremely low as they are now 

Confronted with these two conditions it is doubtful a revaluation program would increase the 
rental value of CBO real estate to a point where the revitalization cost would be economically 
offset 

A redevelopment program, depending solely on rehabilitation and moderate revitahjation budget, 
will now work in Butte because of the physical dispersal of comparison goods facilities, and the 
necessity for extensive demolition and new construction Prudence indicates that in view of 
the over all economy of Butte and its dependence on a single basic industry, new construction 
should take place at a different location 

The study also shows that there is now and will continue to be an exodus from uptown and that 
if no plans exist for orderly withdrawal and development of a new central business district, 
business will scatter in all directions and Butte will have no defined business core 

REDEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
In addressing the problem of CBD revitalization, a natural approach is to try to 
preserve as much as possible of the existing CBD for future use Past experience 
with urban renewal indicates that the emphasis should be on retention and rehab
ilitation rather than removal and rebuilding 

A successful revitalization of the Butte CBD in place would involve a considerable 
amount of new construction, which would require a commitment for at least 
thirty years into the future; a time span which is undoubtedly denied the uptown 
area because of the Communitie's economic dependence on mining The uncom
fortable probability exists that a successful revitalization project of the entire 
CBD might make mining unfeasible and ultimately cut off Butte's economic base 
This probability makes long-term financing for implementation of such a plan a 
practical impossibility. Extensive long-term financing would also be required for 
remodeling of sound existing buildings to fit them to meet modern efficient mer
chandizing requirements as well as code standards. In many cases, the cost of 
such remodeling would exceed the cost of new construction. 

The Planning Board's strategy plan for redevelopment of Butte has been called 
a two-pronged approach It involves two concurrent activities that must be ear
ned out in a coordinated manner The first staged program of phased withdrawal 
from the present uptown business area, along with redevelopment and eventual 
conversion of this area to mining, and the second is a program to build a new CBD 
in a new location that will be unaffected by future mining activities Both of these 
programs must be done in such a way as to minimize the impact on businesses and 
the citizens in the community The plan proposes a change in the function of 
uptown from the primary central business district to a district community shop
ping area serving the residential areas to the west and south and north Without 
a plan and program for new CBD there will be gradual exodus from uptown to 
scattered locations and the opportunity to develop and maintain a oentral busi
ness district in Butte will be lost forever 

Transportation of people, goods and services is a vital function of a Community This function 
of Community life can be compared to the functions which veins and arteries play to the 
human body. Planning, developing and maintaining transportation roadways is the responsi
bility of the governmental structure. The responsibility of planning and projecting the future 
traffic needs of the Community and coordinating all transportation roadways is and has 
been an active function of the Planning Board To accomplish this end the Board has studied 
existing traffic networks and prepared a plan to eliminate existing traffic conflicts which 
decrease efficiency and safety in the transportation system 

The enclosed Information Map shows and describes some of the major traffic projects pro
posed by Butte's Urban Transportation Plan. Information contained in the Plan will guide 
such people as the School Board, developers, businessmen and elected officials in relating 
Community needs to existing and projected transportation systems 

In cooperation with the Montana Highway Department and the Planning Board was instru
mental in establishing a semi-annual street stripping program of our arterial street system, 
with installation of the modern traffic signals, and with construction of the Montana Street 
Protect 

Achieving an economical balance between the traffic system and land use is a prime design 
ob|ective of transportation planning Only by the governmental structure taking the lead can 
the objective be reached and tax dollars be used wisely 

ouo 
One of the objectives of the Community Planning Activity is to improve the living environment 
of all our citizens Important in this endeavor is the study of neighborhoods and indeed the 
study of the housing stock in each neighborhood. The result of the housing study for Butte 
indicates a need to have an active Community effort to improve certain neighborhood sec
tions. In early 1970. 63.6 percent of the total housing units were either showing signs of 
old age and deterioration, or were structurally unsound. Slightly more than 80 percent of 
these dwelling units were occupied On the other hand, 36.4 percent of the total housing 
supply consisted of dwellings considered to be either structurally sound and well main-" 
tained, or structurally sound. Nearly 92 percent of these dwellings were occupied 

In terms of new housing units we found that by 1990 some 
4915 new dwellings should be built in the Butte area. A 
breakdown of this total shows that 2250 new units will be 
needed just for the projected population increase, while 
1900 new units will be needed to replace the homes dis
placed by mining activities like we see happening in Mc
Queen and East Butte today. The remaining new housing 
units will be needed due to the result of displacement 
by commercial and industrial (315 units) and the result of 
simply falling down (450 units). Certainty this is a healthy 
sign for the local housing industry be it mobile home deal
ers or carpenters and carpet layers This new housing will 
consume 1306 acres, the Community should prepare itself 
to meet the needs created for new sewers, streets and 
other public facilities. Only thru total Community coordi
nated action can the planning objective . . . "to bring all of 
Butte's substandard housing up to standard condition and 
to consolidate this improved housing into sound neighbor
hoods with improved community facilities" be reached to 
assure our citizens a healthier, happier and fuller Commu
nity life. 

To assist the Community in attaining this objective the 
Planning Board stands ready to assist the elected officials 
and civic groups to investigate and obtain available State 
and Federal monies to provide needed Community facili
ties in each neighborhood. 



R-l SINGLE FflfTllLY 
R-1 Single Family Residential Districts are designed for those areas where 
existing or future development for single family dwellings (including two-
family dwellings) appears desireable. Protection is given to this residential 
character of these areas by excluding commercial and industrial activities in 
order to encourage a suitable environment for family life. Neighborhood facili
ties such as churches, schools and playgrounds are permitted in this district. 

To preserve the openness of these areas, and to avoid overcrowding certain 
minimum yards, open spaces, and site areas are required. A characteristic of 
these districts is low traffic generation and flow. 

B 1 FSm' 
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m-1 INDUSTRIAL 
M-1 Industrial Districts are designed to accommodate 
a wide range of manufacturing, wholesaling, warehous
ing and other industrial activities of all intensities pro
vided that the particular use adequately safeguards 
the health, safety, and general welfare of persons 
residing or working in adjoining or surrounding prop
erty. 

RURAL DISTRICTS 
Rural Districts are designed for those areas where land is presently being used 
or where development appears desireable for single-family dwellings, agri
culture, ranching, etc. 

Soil limitations and the unavailability of sanitary sewers of Rural areas neces
sitates the minimum requirement of at least one acre lot size in most areas. 
Some portions of our area have more serious soil limitations and geologic 
concerns thus, two acres are required for each residential unit to facilitate 
proper sewerage handling while insuring clean water acquisition. Due to the 
lack of any adopted building codes, mobile homes are allowed to be placed in 
Rural areas outside of the City Limits of Butte. 

ITI-2 INDUSTRIAL 
The M-2 Industrial District is designed to accommodate 
the development, recovery, processing and use of any 
mineral, forest or agricultural resource; mining, milling, 
smelting, refining, processing and reduction of ores, 
and all related activities. At all times and f6r all uses, 
every economically feasible method shall be employed 
to prevent air, water and soil pollution. These shall 
conform to the standards prescribed by the Clean Air 
Act of Montana and existing state and federal statutes 
and regulations. 

R-2 mULTIPLE FAITIILY 
The R-2 Multiple Family Residential Districts are designed to provide suitable 
areas for medium and high population densities including mobile home parks, 
high-rise apartments and condominiums. Dwelling Unit density is increased in 
this district to encourage development in areas where it will compliment exist
ing development and permit certain compatible non-residential development 
such as medical and dental clinics, nursing homes, and homes for the aged. 
Land within the classification should be located with access to major arterial 
transportation routes plus financial, cultural and retail centers. Medium traffic 
generation or flow are characteristic of the R-2 District. 

j 
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:-icommERCifiL 
J>1 Commercial Districts are designed to provide locations for the 
Activities of certain retail trade, offices, and personal service enter
prises which meet the regular needs of and the convenience of the 
people. Because in many cases these facilities are an integral part of 
the neighborhood, more restrictive requirements for set-backs, open 
space and land area are made than in the uptown Central Business 

district. Each new or changed business or office use is required to 
Jfcjvide adequate off-street parking. High traffic generation and flow 
we characteristic of the C-1 Commercial District. 

PLANNING 
The Comprehensive or Master Plans prepared by the Planning 
Board sets the basic policies which shape the Communitys charac
ter, the general relation between the various land uses — Resi
dential, Commercial, and Industrial — forms the framework of the 
urban structure. These plans serve a dual function. THEY DEFINE 
THE STANDARDS FOR DEVELOPMENT of the Community, the 
standards of population density, the design of traffic systems, 
and the amount and location of open space and physical facilities 
for business and residence. THE PLANS ALSO PROVIDE A PRO
GRAM FOR DEVELOPMENT, a basis for timing proposed improve
ments in the Community. The location, design, and installation 
of utilities, schools, parks, the extension of subdivision develop
ments, and the redevelopment of blighted areas. Thus, the need 
for public improvements may be geared with the ability to finance 
such improvements and maintain a coordinated pace with expan
sion of private development. 

Zoning is enforced by use of a permit system. Prior to establishing 
land or buildings to a new use or construction a Zoning Permit 
must first be obtained from the Planning Department. This system 
is now in effect within the City Limits of Butte. 

•j <•) (•) <•) (•) 

SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS 
Like Zoning, Subdivision Regulations are a public police power 
which protects the public health, welfare and safety. The regulat
ing of land subdivision is a method of insuring, by public review, 
sound community growth and the safe-guarding of the interests 
of the homeowner, the subdivider and the taxpayers dollars. Once 
land is subdivided it and its occupants begin demanding community 
services such as, street construction and repair, school and bus 
service, sewers, property protection, etc., services which must 
be paid by all taxpayers. 

State Laws govern the ownership, transfer, and use of private 
property, and they vest in the Community the right of police power 
to regulate the subdivision of land. The control our Community 
retains over land subdivision will determine the success or failure 
of implementing plans which assist good community growth, 
growth that will not drain the taxpayers pockets. 

Subdivision regulations are in effect for areas included on the 
enclosed INFORMATION MAP. Today, the City of Butte is effec
tively administering and enforcing both a Zoning Law and Sub
division Regulations. The urban areas outside the limits of the City 
are unzoned except for the Floral Park, Hillcrest and Ramsey 
neighborhoods. If a unified Butte is to move forward the entire 
valley needs to be ander a unified Zoning Plan. Subdivision Regu
lations are not being effectively administered or enforced for these 
areas 

The Planning Board and Staff wish to emphasize that NO AMOUNT 
OF PLANNING will be of value to the community taxpayer unless 
the means — Zoning and Subdivision enforcement — for convert
ing plans to reality are enforced in the Community. Zoning and 
Subdivision controls are necessary planning tools to assure Butte 
a better chapter tomorrow. 

PLANNING CONTROLS 
ZONING IS NOT PLANNING. However, Zoning is an important 
element of planning because thru Zoning, planning is implemented. 
Zoning is a legal regulation of the use of land. It is an application 
of the police power for the protection of the public health, welfare, 
and safety. Zoning is probably the single most important legal 
device available for carrying out the Plans for our Community 
To paraphrase the State Enabling Act, Zoning may be defined as 
division of a Municipality into Districts and Regulation within those 
districts of: 

(1)The Height and bulk of buildings and other structures; 
(2) The percentage of a lot that may be occupied and the size 

of required yards and other open spaces; 
{3) The density of population; 
(4) The use of buildings and land for trade, industry, residence, 

or other purposes. 

Of major importance to you the citizens of Butte is the part zoning 
plays in stabilizing and preserving property values. Unlike the 
Master Plans which are adopted as a Resolution by the City Council 
and County Commissioners the Zoning plan is adopted and ren
dered effective as a Legal Ordinance or Law. 

t 2COmmERCIflL 
Vjrj, • ommercial District is designed to be the Central Business 
'sines°r the ^ptovvn Shopping and Employment Center for the area's 
^rotectth^°Vernment' serv'ce' and cultural activities. In order to 
effjCj he Public interest and welfare and facilitate an attractive, 
larger sr

a?d ProsPerous Central Business District, the emphasis is on 
"Mred h- liu''d'n9 and specialty shops. No off-street parking is re-

.s ^'Strict. Very high traffic generation and flow are charac-
1 of the C-2 Commercial District. 

The Board respectfully solicits the support of every Community 
citizen in the effort of having our entire Community zoned under a 
unified Plan and guided by a unified, effective subdivision regula
tion. 
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Existing members of the Butte-Silver 
Bow City-County Planning Board and 
its Staff are: 

BOARD 
Don Peoples, President 

Jack Burke, Past President 
Robert Corbett, Member 
Ralph Godtland, Vice President 
Earl Holman, County Commissioner 
Charles Kestle, Past President 
Don McCaig, Member 
Dr. L. Muske, Member 
Philip Paull, City Alderman 

STAFF 
Leo J. Belanger, Director 
Mark Antonioli, Planner 
Stephen Hinick, Planner/Designer 
Peggy Ross, Secretary 

Butte - Silver Bow 
City-County Planning Board 
6th Floor Prudential Towers 

Butte. Montana 59701 
723-4714 - Area Code (406) 
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Site Analysis 

Arch i tectum 1 Thesis Si to 

1etween 1041 and 1001 W. OPlena Street 

Futte, Montana 59701 

1. Temperature range delta T (4T) *110° - 50°^ 

* 2. Prevailing Wind Condition 

a. Storm (winter) wind - north to northwest 

b. Chinook (warm) breeze - south to southwest 

* 1. Wind velocity - Average 5 to R m.p.h., gusts 
to 45 m.p.h., occasional f0 m.p.h. gusts 

* Snowfall - /aries, one foot to two feet during 
average winter. Occasional snow drifting 
to four feet. 

* r'rost Line - Thr^e fpet below grade. Four feet 
in unusually moist soil and drainage. 

Earthquake zone - Most severe seismic area. 
Zone 3* 

?. Tornado or Hurricane Area - Does not apply. 

Unusual local condition - Proximity to undei— 
ground mining and open pit mining. 

9. Lightening protection - Very applicable. 

— Ehy^iQa-l ConcHtian. - ^aU&abUity 

1. Type of Contractors - All types; large, small, 
union, some (very few) non union. 

Indicates Graphic Supplement 



2. Type of manufacturers of building materials -
wood frame, masonry, concrete, steel or 
iron. 

3* General Technical Construction Capabilities -
skilled, semiskilled and unskilled and 
advanced. 

Availability of technical personnel - Limited 

5* !ViatQri a.ls : 

a. Steel - Yes (if imported) 

b. Concrete Regular - Yes 

c. Concrete, light weight aggregate - Yes 

d. Precast concrete plant - Yes, but limited. 

e. Prestress concrete plant - Yes (if imported) 

f. Stone - Limited 

g. Wood - Yes 

h. Masonry - Yes 

6. Parcel No. - Lot 16, 17» 18 of Dolman Addition 
and Columbia Lode. City of Butte. 

Soil and Ground g.pritii UOCIS 

1. Test Bore Data 

a. l,-2* topsoil sandy loam 

b. 6,-7t Decomposed granite 

c. Granite bedrock w/clay 
stratification 



2* Any unusual amount of fill required - ho 

3« Any water problem - Nothing below grade, 
caution should be exercised to note above 
grade drainage. 

Location of water table - 1st water near U3,-Q" 

5. Any large body of water near by - No 

6. Any irrigation easements or ditches - l \o 

7. Is soil bad enough to warrant a mat foundation -
l\o 

8. Is soil bad enough to warrant use of a pier 
(caisson) foundation - No 

9» Testing with boring log, backhoe and visual 
inspection - see previous page. 

10. Expertise available for soil work - Yes 

D. Adjacent Structure? 

1. Any basement in existing buildings - Yes (some) 

2. Any underground structures in the area - Yes, 
underground horizontal branches of mine 
shafts. 

3. Will driving of piles adversley affect or 
damage adjacent structures - Possibly so, 
due to age and construction. 

4. Any tall buildings in the area - No, three 
story maximum. 

5. Will surrounding building affect wind loading -
No. 

6. I\oise control necessary - Area is mainly 
residential, but is near elementary school, 
local university, and shelter for deprived 
children. 



R. lineal .?c>qsifleratipns 

1. What building code will I use - Uniform building 
code and other locally accepted and/or 
adopted codes. 

2. What are the zoning requirements - Currently 
zones R-l (one or two family) 

* 3- What are set back requirements -

Street Side - 5 feet from sidewalk for porch 
12 feet from sidewalk for building 

Side Yard - 5 feet from property line 

Alley Side - 0 

* k* Height restriction - 3 story or ̂ -0 1 above grade. 

* 5* Building area/open space each lot - 85% 
cover max. 

* 6. Building shape restriction - None 

* 7. Building materials restriction - hone 

8. Appearance codes or design criterea approval -
None 

9. "Style"/character approval - None 

* 10. Parking requirements on site - hone (normal 
existing use dictates street parking and 
limited garage facilities from alley. 

11. If nonconforming 
Variance - is possible. 
Zoning change - is not possible. 

12. Local covenants - None. 

F. Movement - Pedestrian aM Vehicular 

* 1. Site Access - Only from alley w/ vehicles, 
from sidewalk with pedestrian and from 
alley. 



2. On site storage limits - Limited 

3» Unusual craft-vehicle conditions - Does not 
apply, note retaining wall for storage 
of vehicles on site. 

4-. Pedestrian circulation - Cow path across site 
to elementary school. Use of sidewalk 
important. Use of alley, too. 

5* Vehicular circulation - Two way traffic on 
Galena Street w/ample room for angle 
parking, both sides of street. One way 
(either way) traffic in alley. 

o. Mlar Ori pntation 

]• Differential expansion - Possibilities if 
masonry used. 

2. General direct light exposure - Excellent 

* 3. Any structures blocking sunlight to site -
Yes, in late noon and early morning. 

*+. Exposure intensities generally -

Lorth - Moderate (for daylight only) 

South - Excellent 

East - Fair (partial obstruction with one 
story structure) 

West - Poor (near complete obstruction 
with three story structure) 

5. Moonlight considerations - Excellent possibilities 
for view and use of light. 

H. Local. state. Federal Government social Design 
requirements 

1. Land use, land grant situation - Not applicable 

2. Noise level - Normal for residential neighborhood. 



3* External illumination level - Normal for 
latitude and elevation* 

4. Pedestrian/vehicular circulation during the 
construction - Limited to alley and Galena 
St. No vehicles on site. 

5• Air rights - Unnecessary 

View easements - Unnecessary 

7. Pollution control - Normal as limited by 
local law, 

8. Lot splits - Very applicable dimensions typical 
30 x 103 for standard lot. 

9« Utility access/availability - Unimpeded. All 
services (gas, electric, T.V., phone) in 
alley. 

10. Movement and vibration limitations - Normal as 
limited by success of adjacent structures# 
Design to conform to codes. 

11. Other code or ordinance required - None (already 
not mentioned) 

12. Union policies - Very applicable. Consult 
w/ unions. 

13. Wages - Subject to current union rates. 

14. Construction methods - As is the accepted 
trade practice and procedure. 

1$. Sympathy strike - Not applicable. 

16. Overtime - Normally applicable. 

17. Working Conditions - As is normal in area good 
to excellent to non winter weather. Site OK 

Jrlrg Safety 

1. Fire Zone 
city. 

High to medium in relationship to 



?. Occupancy group - Group I residential loading. 

3» Construction type - Masonry w/frame partitions 
and steel and wood structure. 

Availability of Hose bib on site - No 

5. F5rp Protection from city 

* a. Hose Bibb - Yes 

b. Truck/hook and ladder - Yes 

6. Location on property for fire protection - OK 

?. Special fire setbacks - None 

3. Special allowable floor area - Not applicable. 

* 9. Maximum height or number of stories - Covered 
by local codes, see E« 

10. Allowable increases - See uniform building code. 

11. Sprinkler system - Not required. 

1 2 .  Set back from front property line - See E. 

13. Occupant loading - See uniform building code. 

utilities 

1. Septic field (State Board of Health approval) -
r^ot applicable. City will provide hook up 
to city metro/sewer. 

2. Availabilities of services -

a. Gas - OK 

b. Phone - OK 

c. Electricity - OK 

d. Water or well - Water OK 



Considerations 

1. Budget Limit - $45,000/lot (hypothetical only) 

2. No. budget limit - IN. A. 

3» Architects fee - IN.A. 

1. Electrical - Probably not applicable w/expected work 

2. Mechanical ~ " " " " 

3- Structural - " " " " 

lu Soils -

5. Plant Ecologist - " " " 

Landscaping - " " " " 

7. Interior Design - " " M 

R. Other Architectural Expertise " 

9. Sociologists/phychologists - " " 

10. Scientific Technitions - " " 

Hex Axis 
1. Excellent view of highlands, would be even 

better from 2nd or 3rd story. (due south) 

2. Minor view axis of Rocky Mountains and divide 
(due east) 

3. View of "NT mountain (due north, northwest) 

1. Olfactory - N. A. (nothing of special interest) 

2. Tactile - N . A .  



3* Gostatory - N.A. (nothing of special interest) 

4. Audiable - N.A. 

5. Visual - See Section M. 

visitation/landscape 

1. Trees (see site plan graphic supplement) 

a. Crab Apple ?"-8" caliper-25' spread-28* high 

b. Lilac 3"-V caliper-10* spread-8* high 

c. Willows deceased (brush like w/several 
stalks 

2. Hedge 

a. Caragana - Approx. 5 feet high ? feet wide. 

3» Plants 

a. Misc. wild flowers 

Grasses 

a. Kentucky Blue Grass 

b. Wild native grasses 

Prevaiiinr Architectural vacafrulary 

1. Rural - No 

2. Urban - Yes 

a. Predominant style - very electic and varied 

b. Neighborhood style - Predominantly "Victorian" 
w/classical and Queene Ann preferences. 

c. Special Stylistic Conventions - typical 
Butte "French" porch and facade 
treatment 



d. Strong design elements - rythm/proportion/ 
scale/texture/massing/voids/complexity/ 
usualness 

Character &X Adjacent Environment 

1. Natural - No 

2. Artificial - Yes 

3. Dilapidated - Partially 

4. Growing/changing - Yes 

5. Stagnant - Partially 

6. Renewalable - Yes 

unmentioned siis Considerations 

1. Retaining wall situation 

2. Possibility of partial basement/parlaal column 
footers 

3. School proximity 

k. Drainage on site 

5. Hill and street relation 

6. Dead ended Galena Street 

7. University (Montana College of Mineral Science 
and Technology) location. 

8. Soroptomist home. 

9. "The formal-informal porch idea" 

10. "Facade idea" 
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6 THE PHILOSOPHY 
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Philosophy 

The general purpose of this section is one of 

conveying a general attitude about architecture, and 

the process involved in trying to attain that end. 

The creation of true architecture is not automatic* 

It is not reserved for the trained designer (elitist 

aesthetic), nor the usually untrained builder (populist 

aesthetic). Tt can be both or neither. I believe the 

decision as to whether a structure is architecture or 

not lies in the minds of the critics, which comes after 

the fact of the building. It is at this time that the 

components of architecture (whatever you consider them 

to be) take on. their relative importance to the total 

scheme. For me, realization of architecture can be 

summed up most succintly by Michelangelo when he said, 

"Architecture is nothing more then order, the proportion 

of the parts one to another, suitability and distribution. 

There are, of course, several levels of comprehension 

and understanding associated with any set of words, and 

the use of words does not necessarily imply the same 

meaning in everyone's mind. As such, a set of priorities 

exists whenever any subjective term is used, and archi

tecture is no exception. The following is an example of 

the relative order in which one could use as a yardstick 

to the rational measure of architecture. Michelangelo's 

statement embraces and goes beyond these priorities. 



PKIQiUTISS ACCC^DI^Q TQ MASLQW 

Premise: Before a person can satisfy his spiritual needs, 
hip physiological needs and psychological needs, 
must be satisfied, in that order. 

PRIORITIES OF ASTRONAUT IN SPACE 

Physiological Needs 

1. Protect Life - spacesuit and capsule 

2. Protect Mission - maps, instruments 

3- Maintain Life - food, drink 

4. Maintain Health - medication, exercise 

5. Maintain Comfort - soap, change of underwear 

Psychological Needs 

6. Maintain Mental Balance - novel 

Spiritual Meeds 

7. Maintain Spiritual Balance - Bach 

PRIORITIES OF ARCH, & BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

Physiological Needs 

1. Structurally sound 

2. Not leak, be heated, maintain comfort 

3. Functional 

km Meet code requirements 

5. Satisfy personal needs of client 

Psychological Needs 

6. Evoke emotional response of participant 

Spiritual Needs 

?. Make contribution to architectural history 

* The sum of 1 through 7 will tend to imply 

architecture. 



True architecture embraces all these priorities and 

tends to become broken down into its most simple thematic 

concerns. Form, geometry, space, unity, place, harmony, 

concept, exception, idea, theme, symbol, image, proportion, 

are ail very terse statements which concern themselves 

with this truer, higher level of architectural under

standing. "The essence of building deals with function, 

technology, methods of construction, budget and circum

stance. The essence of architecture embodies and goes 

beyond the essence of building and synthesizes all of 

the previously mentioned in such a way that historical 

and spiritual values emerge. Architecture then could 

also be said to be a thoughtful searching attitude by 

1 
which man's physical environment is made." 

On a more pertinent level, for me, the intent 

involved in undertaking this thesis is two fold. The 

first is to explore a certain component of the many 

components within the understanding of architecture, and 

two to continue to incorporate all the other remaining 

components so that, hopefully, a manifestation of 

architecture could possibly emerge. This entire process 

is described in the following sketches and is culminated 

in the number 6 process drawing. vVhen both are considered, 

you. approach the essence of this thesis, which for me has 



become a basis for the attitude I now wish to share with 

you. 

As the two human figures on sheet no. 6 symbolize, 

the most important factor to consider in any design 

(whether it is architecture or something else) is the 

human being and his needs. As previously mentioned, 

his needs range from basic necessities of light, air, 

food and shelter from the elements, to more sophisticated 

needs of a sense of space, place, and the need to order 

things (theme). Hence, I believe the architect is faced 

with both left hand and right hand considerations. On 

one hand, the objective, the rational, the intellect, 

which basically consist of diligent research, data 

gathering, organizing, and decision making. On the 

other hand, he should consider the subjective, the 

irrational, and the intuitive which basically consist 

of awareness, experiences in life, moralities and life 

style and by sketching, and writing which are poetic 

expressions. This continues every day, everywhere in 

a concerned designer's life, whether he wishes to 

acknowledge this or not, through his own work. (see 

drawing) 

At this point, the site comes into consideration. 

After an initial visitation to the site, both image 



and a theme develop from the left and right hand influ

ences. To date, the common method of communicating 

the resulting creativity is through drawing and scale 

model representation of what might result into archi

tecture. This we commonly call schematics. This is not 

architecture in its own right. 

As previously mentioned, architecture is determined 

by the critics, after the fact of the building, and 

it is also, at this time that importance is given to 

whatever theme has (if any) been built upon. If non 

exist; it dies* The final project then, if it can be 

called architecture, "is a relationship between the 

architecture and the exists of the site which is mani

fested in reality and intuitively felt by the human being 

2 
as that which is considered important to architecture." 

As I have before mentioned, my thesis is basically 

centered around two concerns. The one being all elements 

of architecture, the other being a concentrated study 

of a particular element. The concentration as evidenced 

by the thesis statement is that of concentrating on the 

exists of the site. This I found to be most easily talked 

about by being concerned with the signs, symbols and 

images of the building context which surrounds a particu

lar site. With this then as a basicr weave in one 



direction,and the previously mentioned process as a 

weave in the other direction, the design is a resultant 

knit of the two. This discussion is continued from the 

point of establishing a theme, in "the design" section. 

On Architectural Education - Reinvald, February 197& 

Design Studio - with Don McLaughlin - April, 1.976 



THE PROGRAM 



Thesis Program Requirements 

This program is in reference to function, only, not 

spacial considerations, nor aesthetic or thematic concerns# 

In hopes of staying consistent with the building types 

of the neighborhood, I have chosen a series of dwellings® 

Each dwelling would be owned by a specific owner and some 

spaces should be shared. One dwelling also incorporates a 

single apartment, observing the zoning restriction of single 

family dwellings and duplexes. All other "real" building 

restrictions are to be adhered to, as described in the site 

analysis section and the resulting drawings. 

•Dwellings 

Client #1 (left hand street facade) Married and with 

Two Children 

Facade porch 

- Covered entry and vestibule 

Coat and boot storage 

Book storage (small library) and small art display 

Living space (multi-purpose and useful) 

- formal and informal dining 

- formal and informal sitting 

recreation and children play 

reception and privacy 

fire place 



Kitchen (food preparation) 

double sink 

refridgerator/freezer 

oven/range 

counter space 

"snack" bar or table 

appliance storage 

food preparation board 

'-•ypansion space 

Pantry area (food storage) 

Utility Room 

washer 

dryer 

hot water 

electrical panel 

utility meters 

furnace (if not electric heat used) 

llud room w/rear entrance 

Covered rear porch 

Open vertical circulation core 

Sun rooms (gallesies) - adjoining a family living space 

Master sleeping room 

large built-in bed 

largo closet & dressing space 

privacy for "love making" 

view of moon and mountains 



Deck off family living space (near apple tree) 

Master bathroom 

double bathtub 

single sink 

water closet 

bidet 

towel storage 

vanity 

Roy's sleeping space w/clothes storage 

Girl's sleeping space w/clothes storage 

Family bathroom 

shower/bath 

double sink 

wator closet 

towel storage 

Linen storage 

Outside play area for children 

Studio apartment (see Apartments) 

Client #2 (right hand street facade) Married but no 

Children 

Facade porch 

Porch swing 

Covered entry and vestibule 

Coat and boot storage 

- Book storage and art display (sculpture) 

Living space 

art display both large and small paintings 



- formal dining 

- formal sitting 

entertaining and reception 

fire place and wood storage 

Kitchen 

double sink 

r^fridgerator/freezer 

- oven/range 

counter space 

informal dining 

appliance storage 

food preparation board 

expansion space 

wine storage and small bar 

Utility room 

washer 

dryer 

hot water 

electric panel 

utility meters 

furnace (if not electric) 

Special private retreat or reading area 

Small family bath (used by both family and guest) 

shower/bath 

single sink 



water closet 

towel storage 

access to guest bedroom 

Guest bedroom w/ access to bath) 

Washroom (small) near rear entrance 

Mudroom w/rear entrance 

Rear covered porch 

Sun room or gallery off studio space 

Master bedroom 

double built-in bed w/canopy 

closet/clothes storage 

large "pull-out" sitting w/view of moon & mountains 

flat clothes storage (built-in) 

Linen storage 

Husband studio/office (office space could be common) 

Wife studio/office (office space could be common) 

Private space for car/vehicle storage 

Connor) Spaces 

Garage 

two car storage 

car repair/shop and tool storage 

wood heater 

- Multi-purpose room w/rear type entrance 

bedroom 

hobby room 

retreat 

storage 



playroom 

ntudio 

Gardener's shed/lawn storage & bath house or small 

greenhouse 

firewood storage 

Lockout apartment (see Apartments) 

An exterior deck* garden space w/fireplace Bar-B-Que 

Dwelling No. 1 

Studio Apartment 

covered porch (not in garage-use stair) 

coat/hoot storage 

living/sleeping space/eating space 

clothes storage (flat and vertical) 

focd preparation 

refridgerator 

oven 

- single sink 

counter space 

bath facility 

shower 

sink 

water closet 

towel storage 

closet storage 

Garage Apartment - same as above 



8 THE DESIGN 



Design 

The themp, as my statement implies, is centered 

in the signs, symbols, and images of the existing context 

of the site. The site, as seen in the character sketches, 

is a vacant lot centered in a residential area in uptown 

Butte, Montana. The predominant character is influenced 

by the symbolic expression of Victorian era architecture. 

These symbols, images, and signs have been expressed by 

both a time graph relating the periods of style, and the 

"idea of style" at the time the majority of the related 

building types were built. This has been expressed in a 

series of drawings that simplifies the complex bombardment 

of symbolic expressions from this Victorian era. Other site 

influences have been expressed in this book from both the 

rational and the irrational hands as talked about in the 

philosophy section. 

Other conceptual or thematic concerns are expressed 

in tho site plan at one inch equals thirty feet* As shown, 

the context of the neighborhood is one of a complex make-up 

of several oddly sized geometries, which result in a fabric 

of built structures, overlaid by a rigid 103 x 30 foot lot 

size. This tends to be an organizing element to the 

orthagonal city plan. Within the orthagonal plan are a 

fieri es of buildings which, when broken down into their 

most simple forms, represent precise geometric solids 



(cubes, rectangle?, squares, trapezoids, oct.). Consis

tently attached off of these solids are other geometries, 

but of a T^ler scale. These geometries could be said 

bo additions to geometric wholes. They are expressed 

architecturally by size, form, material, and relative 

visual weight* The typical configuration is a frame 

attachment to a masonry whole. Exceptions are dormer 

protrusions and attached porches, both front and rear- In 

support to this, other geometric exceptions occur within 

the whole, these being light frame garages and storage 

buildings. On any one lot there is a seperation between 

rnain and ancillary buildings which combine with the geomet

ric attachments to produce the characteristic complex 

°xis+ing fabric. Also, the main whole affronts the street 

with an important "front" street facing facade, while the 

smaller ancillary structures, such as garages, relate to 

the site as "back", and tho frame attachments relate to the 

site as "side". 

The themo sketch demonstrates a pattern that is 

both consistent with real boundaries and existing objects, 

and maintains the complex broken up, yet ordered, geometry 

of the site. A.t this time, no full conception of what 

these lines represent has been affirmed, but an image and 

theme have been established. It is decided that certain 

geometric values shall become structures, some shall become 



vni (i and somp shall b^ both, but neither. A further 

underlying theme now is carried through with structured 

volumes becoming wholes and some becoming attachments, 

"ome also become fram^ and some become masonry, as is 

consistent with the context of the site. What finally 

evolves is a design that emulates all of the before men

tioned contextual considerations. 

An important interjection that should be now voiced 

is how to deal with exceptions that both fit within the 

'-eon^try and deviate from it, to make it particular or 

special.. This specialness is an idea that later becomes 

associated with the special idea of entry or threshold. 

The volumes that are structured now become functional 

space and are conformed around the geometry as a theme and 

the clients program. The spaces become ones of human 

habitation in both scale and proportion. The plan is one 

in which the typical needs of a client are satisfied, 

including placing public spaces to the front and private 

spaces to the rear, special space for display of art and 

recreation, and private space for bathing and love making. 

Both houses have two levels in which private family spaces 

occur at the top rear and semi-private spaces occur at the 

top front. The first level is the real living level. 

Both houses are elevated off the front street by eight 



feet for privacy from the street (view and noise), advantage 

of view, and because it is consistent with the idea of entry 

that occurs on. this south facing street facade. This eight 

foot ris^ in elevation places the first floor level ap

proximately on grade with the rear entrance elevation from 

the alley in which catwalks are used, as is done frequently 

in the existing city fabric. The other "attached" spaces 

also become living spaces in the form of apartments and 

become storage spaces for automobiles and garden equipment. 

More specifically, let me now explore the design as 

it has been realized and as it would unfold to the partici

pant with both the apparent ties to the geometric theme 

and the rather subtle deviations that become the all impor--

tant exceptions. The larger of the two structures, which 

has been called house one on the drawings, is perhaps the 

exception to the rule, while the smaller structure, house 

two on the right, is the rule. The two structures in the 

rear become supportive in their balancing to the geometric 

theme. The void spaces between the masses also become 

important, which is an idea that was left to arbitration 

and usually was not dealt with in the surrounding existing 

structures. In the case of this design, the space between 

the garage/apartment and the gardner's lathe house is a 

confining court in which the automobile and the wheelbarrow 

have domain. Tt also becomes a back yard and a hollow space 



in which the sleeping spaces and dining porches can borrow 

space, light and air. The residual space between the small 

supportive structures and the main structures becomes a 

connective space and is held in tensile cohesion by two 

bridges, which also make the transition as a connector since 

the site has a definite slope from alley to street. The 

final void space is a formal court space which faces south 

and which is typically of a larger scale and size than 

the apparent residual spaces in the existing buildings. 

This space becomes a true usable space which provides the 

theme for the entry idea exception and allows air, light, 

and the elements to enter the houses from this typical 

"dumbbell apartment" idea. 

As mentioned, the house on the right becomes the rule. 

I feel it is the most simple, easy to understand and 

straight forward. T might note at this time that both 

houses are spatially straight forward, but the complexity 

is felt when comparing and contrasting the relationship 

of the two. No odd angular walls or circular motifs were 

used because they are unimportant highlights or directional 

elements. Only orthagonal lines and simple relationships 

with complex subtleties are noted. This house can be said 

to be both a generator and a completer. It is a generator 

in that it provides the basic ideas in which the second 

(left hand) house plays off o£, and a completor in that it 



ranker? the final statement on the block and is visua33yat 

the bottom of the drainage. 

The one large apple tree on the site was perhaps the 

major determinant of the complexity of the first house, 

while the simplicity is echoed back to the second smaller 

house with a counter balancing mass of five small trees 

which define the other (right hand) end of the site from 

the street facade and help hold the corner, as does the 

existing tree. 

The entry to both houses is perhaps the single most 

important design decision. Several images here have been 

borrowed from nearby structures. Both entries are elevated 

off the sidewalk as noted, but are abutting the sidewalk. 

Both use the front porch idea, which again becomes an 

attached geometry within the whole. The stairs are expressed 

by angular walls (the only ones), while being interrupted 

by steel columns that hold shed roof&above the porch. These 

columns speak of the turned wood ionic columnes of the 

neighboring porches, and are clearly expressed. The shed 

roof is symbolic in half form to the classic idea of 

entry (placing a portico over the front door). Hand rail 

details would be incorporated into the wall typically to 

avoid addition like detailing and help to keep the facade 

clean, ordered and uncluttered. After making the transition 



from street level to porch level the individual is met with 

an exterior as well as an interior roof that allows one to 

make the transition from outside space to inside space. 

It also lowers the scale, makes a material transition, 

lowers the light level, and provides an air door to the 

inside. In the meantime, the feeling of threshold has "been 

accomplished by the passing over of a full width mud-screen 

grate set into the floor of the porch, which is also the 

first of many subtle realizations of the frame set within 

a border theme that is laced throughout the structures. The 

front porch is just that. It is an attached porch with two 

enclosed walls with glazed windows, open on one side to 

the outside and bordered on the other side by the real entry 

facade, in which one finds the actual entry door. The door 

is a glass window door set in a wood frame, which is set 

in a frame wall (facade) which is again set in a masonry 

opening, again consistent with the "set-in" theme. 

Both doors of both houses have portal entrances which 

empty into a central foyer space. This space is tied 

to the front porch by means of floor texture and material. 

The portal entrance gains further definition by means of 

a wall of light that passes down from the second level 

through a section of the floor structure that has been 

held back from the front facade wall. As previously 

mentioned, this front facade wall takes on a special 



importance. The house on the right becomes the rule by 

having its facade stretch from masonry wall to masonry 

wall. The house on the left becomes the exception by taking 

the same facade and bending it at its midpoint into a 

ninety degree ot^thagonal. This same facade duplicates 

the previous facade exactly in all respects. This same 

facade now becomes the generator for a series of trans

parent overlays (transparencies), so that this facade is 

expressed as a skin infill. The real structure is expressed 

behind the friezes of glass composition as series of 

structural columns that both read as a transparent solids 

through the glass and also express the columns of the 

porch (which also express the columns of the adjacent 

structures). This same transparency becomes a subtheme 

and is seen again as the columns read behind the lathe 

anron as the buildings meet the ground. 

The first level space in both houses is basically 

an unbroken, long, rectangular space from front to rear. 

This is typically the public zone of the houses. The focal 

point to the back of the spaces are double french doors 

that center on the space that leads to an informal screened 

dining porch. The space is further terminated with a 

frieze of ceiling high built-in storage cabinets above the 

screen^d-in porch. Another cross-axis is sensed by tying 

the two structures with a stair, a low-hanging fabric, and 



a free-standing fireplace, as well as an outside barbeque, 

.formal pot planting and a visual seperation of the corner 

tree planting terminate the axis. Also near the entry 

vestibule arf* coat storage and boot storage underneath a 

built-in stair seat. 

One other thematic concern for having parallel masonry 

load bearing walls with three by ten Douglas fir structural 

joists spanning between the two walls, with the spacing 

of these structural members embracing the tension rods, 

is that they all complete the composition of the ceiling 

plane. The spacing of thesp members is also critically 

different in both front and back frame porch attachments. 

Both spaces have noted exceptions which, when fully realized, 

become visual extensions to the level above. These become 

both a private reading space with rolling ladder and skylight 

above on the right,and on the left, a light well for bringing 

light and air to the informal dining space. These also 

work in a special way with the vertical circulation core 

in which one is directly opposite and one is directly 

adjacent. 

The remaining spatial breakdown at this level occurs 

by hanging fabric vertically as opposed to the horizontal 

hanging on the cross-axis, which is typically found at the 

interface between food preparation (kitchen) and the living/ 



fining spaces. The fabrics are also integrated as face 

coverings in place of closet doors. A hearty effort was 

given to a minimalesque placement of solid walls within 

the existing framework of the house. Where solid walls are 

necessary, we find either a necessity for sound privacy, 

visual privacy, or a weather-tight skin. These are typically 

found at the previously mentioned front and back porch 

facades and, now more specifically at this level, separating 

the main living space from the (pantry/mudroom/utility 

room/storage) service spaces within the realm of the back 

porch. 

As a final note at this level, it should be noted 

that a special awareness and particular attitude about 

fenestration placement occurs. There is a difference 

between a frame set within a masonry opening, as opposed 

to a frame within the masonry opening itself. The window 

should be treated differently. The openings should relate 

to one another as opposites and adjacents. Fenestration 

openings in the two frame porches talk from front to back, 

and from back to front, in long horizontal bands or friezes, 

and the composition of many smaller elements becomes a whole 

to the composition of one larger element. These also act 

to control and hold the openings within the parallel masonry 

walls, which become different, singular, simple, and set 

back and within, yet reflect the same type of scale breakdown 



as the other windows and an all important character# The 

masonry fenestration becomes a puncture treatment with 

exposed structural lintel set within the masonry, as are 

the simple, borderless windows. 

The singular stair in both houses makes a transition 

from an on-axis relation with the fireplace tower frame 

attachment across the space, under the fabric, and up the 

stair where it now narrows, changing from the scale of the 

living space to the scale of a tenuous, winding, vertical 

stair corridor. The closet/storage is located beneath 

the stair, and the stair also embraces it in a symbolic 

manner as well as the stair seat located below. Large 

fenestration openings give additional order to the stair 

as it passes horizontally and vertically through both time 

and space. This same attitude about window placement occurs 

consistently between parallel walls as either a direct 

reflection (positive) or opaquely (negative). These same 

window openings are subtle manifestations of the direct 

human modular theme of the six foot height human being. 

(The geometric theme uses as its modular base a 6 foot/ 

12 foot/3 foot/li foot/9 inch dimension consistently without 

exception. The •'exceptions" occur by combinations of the 

before mentioned dimensions, either additively or sub-

tractively). 



The bouse on the right, as previously mentioned, is 

the rule. The house on the left, the exception. This is 

continually recognized and realized now more fully as we 

again realize the orthagonal relationship between the spaces 

as generated by the difference in the facades on the second 

level. One becomes a working studio space afronting the 

street, while the other becomes a closeable sunroom with 

access to an exterior deck (exactly as has been seen below) 

in which the human occupant is given access to the enrich

ments of the only natural feature of the site. (My first 

image as T visited the site was one of the building embracing 

the only existing treejand with the rather joyous ability 

to pick fruit and enjoy shade, odor and other emenities 

that this type of tree can offer.) 

The spaces on this level are organized in the same 

rather simplistic, straight forward and obedient character 

to the theme. The wall treatment is more confining, more 

private, more low scale than below. Spaces and use of 

solid walls have been economized. Cabinets double as 

storage, as walls in themselves, and provide negative space 

for other storage spaces. The ceilings in which structure 

(is not exposed) slopes gently from front to rear, making a 

subtle scale difference from semi-public/semi-private to 

very private. Door composition within walls and window 

placement within walls, all adhere to the basic theme. 



Subtle differences in paint application to the wall are 

used to add to the composition of the openings in the walls 

and to create a sense of direction. 

Tn the right hand house the opening to the level 

below through the private reading room, which also doubles 

as a spare bedroom, is of a private and enclosed nature. 

Conversely, the opening in the left hand house becomes an 

obvious and essential part of the main living space on the 

second level. It also works with the stair. The master 

bedrooms of both houses are located to the rear of the 

house for privacy. They are also located at the corner 

of the structure for cro^s ventilation. Space contained 

within each becomes most private and most low scale. These 

spaces also become transition spaces between the masonry 

envelope and the porch attachment. This exceptional occur

ence creates a more special sense of place and is high

lighted through a differential in materials. Special 

client considerations are evidenced by the unique spatial 

treatment of the adjoining double bathe and in a more subtle 

way, the enclosed master bathe and the previously mentioned 

wall treatment. 

Special thematic considerations also apply to mechani

cal, electrical, structural, and materialistic decisions. 

The electrical system would be basically an electric base 



board type. Special supplementation would be incorporated 

to either capture and use or capture and release passive 

solar sains in the gallery spaces at the street facade. 

These gallery spaces, as mentioned before, are thin two-

story spaces in which heavy fabric could be drawn so as to 

capture the built-up heat and provide sunlight screening 

as desired. The mechanical system would be a basic electric 

heated domestic hot water type with separate heaters located 

in the proximity of their actual use (i.e. hot water tank 

in utility room and under cabinets at lavatory, shower/bath 

areas). 

In conclusion, materials would be used in a straight 

forward manner. All of the materials used tend to express 

the two structural, aesthetic, and practical application 

and use of the material. Use of the material is succinct. 

Load bearing lineal walls would be of brick cavity wall 

construction with concrete grout inserted in the cavity 

space. (This type of construction structually behaves in 

the s^me manner as a similar section of reinforced concrete). 

One and a half inch threaded and plated galvanized iron 

tension bars span at every six feet at two levels, securely 

joining the parallel masonry walls. These tend to work 

with light fixtures, fabric hangings and give definition

to the joist spaces. These rods are further expressed by 

a protruding cylinder of a slightly larger diamater on the 



exterior planar brick facade. Both appropriate horizontal 

and vertical reinforcing of no. 4 rebar in the three inch 

cavity space of a ten inch masonry wall. The brick would 

be of a reddish-brown color with a slightly less than normal 

height demension, similar to Roman brick. This decision, 

together with the decision to bury and conceal all concrete 

foundation and footings beneath the cavity wall visually 

presents a series of four monolithic brick walls running 

up and down the length of the sight. Also spanning the 

space created by the walls are three levels of horizontal 

planes, two of which become structural floors and one 

becomes ceiling structure. 

The structural floors are made of three by ten 

structural Douglas fir with a light stain. The decking, 

which of necessity should be one and a half inch 2*4*4 

structural plywood or as indicated, two by six redwood 

decking. (These occur in exceptional areas in which floor 

texture runs inside to outside). The finished floor material 

becomes either light grey carpet or the sanded and var

nished deck itself. The bathroom and kitchen are of a red 

quarry tile with grey mortar joints. The roof structure 

becomes typical three by dimensional framing with five-

eights inch gypsum board finish with ten inch insulation 

in the joist space. The weather-proof roofing system is 

either a built-up black bituminous roof on the main 



structures with flashed parapet walls, or standing seam 

metal (copper) roof on attached structures. (All flashing 

details to be of copper. All exterior metal hardware to 

be typically galvanized iron or copper.) The interior 

finishes become subtle applications of white or light 

pastel colored paint on five-eighths inch gypsum board 

walls. Some doors become painted and remain trimless with 

recessed copper hardware. Other doors and all finished 

wood trim throughout both houses become specially detailed 

and oiled oak. Outside frame walls are constructed of two 

by six Douglas fir and six inch insulation and express 

four inch beven siding painted white on the exterior and 

five-eighths inch gypsum painted as previously described, 

/ood windows become detailed with redwood exterior elements 

(as is consistent with all other exposed outside wood) and 

oak interior elements. Redwood lathe is also used to 

enclose the unused lower section and becomes the walls of 

the gardener's/storage shed. Galvanized iron steel frame 

metal windows would be used in the masonry openings as 

are columns of galvanized iron. Special details include 

a rubber grommet inserted between glass and flue sections 

of the metalbestos fireplace. The joinery between redwood 

and oak is detailed such that thermal barriers and infil

tration are "laminated, as well as providing a transition 

space and adhering to the thematic concerns of the project 



at the most intricate and precise level of detailing. 

The overall composition, the consistency of thought 

through a theme, and awareness of contextual influences, 

as well ^s the desire for a contemporary statement, are 

all valid and necessary gestures# Architecture, as 

alluded to in the philosophical section of this thesis, 

is one of satisfying a series of fundamental needs and 

ideas^and, as T firmly believe, a matter of consistent 

thematic and progressively enriched elements of design 

through a series of refinements of the image. The image 

corresponds and alludes to the theme. The theme expresses 

the ideas and acts as an axis for refinement of them, and 

the ideas are the basis for any philosophical discourse 

of the structure after the fact. A vital step is made 

with every attempt in the realization of architecture. The 

course is long and the steps are many. 
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(an art that is concerned with creating beautiful objects, 

enhancing the quality and love of life, and exhilerating 

the human spirit I lies in the signs, symbols, and images 

of those more indigenous more humble buildings which 

exist everywhere 
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Two dwellings for Butte, Montana / 
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